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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Decision Dynamics, Inc. Processes First Electronic Vehicle Registration Transaction
On June 8, 2015 Decision Dynamics, Inc. (DDI) began processing Electronic Vehicle Registration (EVR)
transactions for dealers. Dealers are now able to submit electronic title and registration transactions to the
South Carolina DMV through Premier EVR™.
Lexington, SC, June 22, 2015 - Decision Dynamics, Inc. (DDI) began providing Electronic Vehicle Registration (EVR) services for dealers processing registration transactions in the state of South Carolina with the first EVR transaction completed on June 8, 2015. Dealers can now manage title
applications and registrations for both new and used vehicles
through DDI’s recently certified Premier EVR™. Requests for
new license plates, transfer of plates between vehicles and decals can also be processed through Premier EVR™. Temporary
tags generated through Premier EVR™ on approved paper meet the requirements regarding temporary
license plates as defined by the South Carolina Code of Laws.
Electronic registration systems provide the capability for dealers to exchange registration and title application information electronically, via the Internet,
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tion benefits dealers by giving real-time access to upto-date title and owner information as well as providing a step-by-step process to reduce state rejections.

Decision Dynamics, Inc. (DDI) provides the Premier EVR™ Internet-based program that enables dealers
to participate in the South Carolina EVR program. “In continuing with our commitment to provide a
complete integrated electronic titling solution, DDI’s newly certified Premier EVR™ product provides full
titling and registration services to automobile dealers and lenders offering automobile financing,” said
Glenn Thames, CEO and President of DDI. DDI’s mission is to provide the highest quality titling and registration solutions to customers through secure and enabling technology and a relentless focus on core
values and customer service.
For more information on the South Carolina EVR program, visit http://www.premierevr.com, or contact
Debbie Rucker, Titling and Operations Director, Decision Dynamics, Inc.
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